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A meeting of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System with the Presidents of the Federal Reserve Banks was held

in the offices of the Board of Governors in Washington on Tuesday,

October 7, 1947, at 2:40 p.m.

PRESENT: Mr. Eccles, Chairman
Mr. Szymczak
Mr. Draper
Mr. Evans
Mr. Clayton

Mr. Carpenter, Secretary

Messrs. Whittemore, Sproul, Williams, Gidney,
Leach, McLarin, Young, Davis, Peyton,
Leedy, Gilbert, and Earhart, Presidents
of the Federal Reserve Banks of Boston,
New York, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Rich-
mond, Atlanta, Chicago, St. Louis, Minne-
apolis, Kansas City, Dallas, and San
Francisco, respectively.

Mr. Treiber, Secretary of the Presidents'
Conference.

Before this meeting a memorandum had been submitted to the

Board setting forth the actions taken by the Presidents during their

separate conference last week on topics to be discussed with the Board

at this joint meeting. The statement of the Presidents and the dis-

cussion at this meeting with respect to each of the matters considered

were substantially as follows:

1. DesigRation of reserve cities. The presidents re-
viewed the Board's letter of August 13, 1947, transmitting
a copy of a plan for reserve city designations to become ef-
fective January 1, 1948. The presidents believe that the
proposed changes would not remedy the fundamental defects in
the existing designation of reserve cities, and they feel that,
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in the absence of impelling reasons, it is undesirable to

make the changes proposed in the plan which would probably

create as many problems as it would solve.

Mr. Sproul stated that the position of the Presidents on

this topic was subscribed to by all of the Presidents after having

discussed various possible alternatives.

Chairmen Eccles responded that the Board would not be satis-

fied to let the existing condition with respect to reserve cities

continue, that some action should have been taken a long time ago,

and that adequate consideration to the problem would not be given

by Congress as long as the present condition was allowed to drift

without action. He referred to some of the changes that had been

made in reserve cities designations over the years, to the posi-

tions that the Federal Advisory Council had taken in connection

With the problem, and to the fact that the annual report of the

Board for 1917 contained the statement:

"It is difficult to make an equitable and uniform

adjustment of reserves under the present law, and the

Board is making a careful study of the subject, with the

view of considering a recommendation to Congress at a

later date of a change in the law which would provide for
a differential in reserves to be carried in all towns and

cities alike upon certain classes of deposits with a mini-

mum for time deposits, a maximum for bank deposits, and

an intermediate percentage for individual or commercial

deposits subject to check. This is a matter, however,

which will require careful study and analysis, and the

Board is not prepared at the moment to make a recommenda-

tion for a change of the law in this respect."
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Chairman Eccles added that it did not appear from the rec-

ords of the Board that such a recommendation had ever been made to

the Congress and that in the studies which had been undertaken sub-

sequently no satisfactory solution of the problem had been found.

He went on to say that the Board had considered every angle of the

Problem and felt that action along the lines proposed was essential.

Mr. Sproul expressed the view of the Presidents that the

action proposed by the Board would not correct the existing diffi-

culties but would create a new set of problems.

Chairman Eccles stated that in further discussions since

its letter on August 13, 1947, the Board had considered a revised

proposal which would continue as reserve cities every city (in ad-

dition to Federal Reserve Bank and branch cities) in which member

banks (exclusive of offices in other cities) held on call dates in

the two years ending June 30, 1947, interbank deposits equal on the

average to 1/3 of 1 per cent or more of total interbank deposits

held by all member banks in the United States. Under the plan pro-

posed in the Board's letter of August 13 every city (in addition to

Federal Reserve Bank and branch cities) would be designated as a re-

serve city if the member banks therein (exclusive of offices in other

cities) held on every call date in the two years ending June 30, 1947,

interbank deposits equal to 1/4 of 1 per cent or more of total in-

terbank deposits of all member banks in the United States. Chairman
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Eccles stated that the designations under both proposals would be

the same except that Chattanooga, Tennessee, would not be a reserve

City under the new formula.

In the discussion which followed Chairman Eccles reviewed

briefly some of the historical points in connection with the desig-

nation of reserve cities and the reasons which might be advanced

for basing reserve requirements on the kind of deposits held by

banks rather than on reserve cities, as well as for the position

that the same reserves should be required for all deposits regard-

less of their kind or location. He also called attention to the

fact that the System Research Advisory Committee had been asked

to make a study of the problem of reserves from a long range stand-

point and to make a recommendation as to the legislative solution

that should be proposed as the basis for computing required re-

serves of member banks.

Mr. Gilbert expressed the view that the action proposed by

the Board was not the best answer to the problem because it substi-

tuted one illogical condition for another.

Chairman Eccles replied that, while the proposed action was

not a wholly satisfactory one, it Was one that could be taken by the

Board under existing law and, in addition to changing the existing un-

satisfactory situation, would provide a standard in harmony with the

intention of Congress with respect to the designation of reserve cities.

Mr. Gilbert suggested that action on the matter be postponed
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until a System study of the entire question of reserves, reserve re—

quirements, and the designation of reserve cities could be completed.

He stated that such a study should be pursued aggressively and that

when completed a recommendation could be made to the Congress which

might provide a more satisfactory solution than the plan outlined in

the Board's letter of August 13, 1947.

Chairman Eccles commented that the Board had been studying

the matter for approximately two years and felt that some action

needed to be taken at this time in order to point the problem up

in such a way that it would be considered by the Congress.

Mt. Leedy observed that the Board would be in a much better

position now than at any time in the future to go to the Congress

and ask for necessary legislation. This was true, he said, because

Whenever action had been proposed during the last year or so there

had been a storm of protest. He added that it could be said to the

Congress that after all of its study of the problem by the Board it

had not been able to find a satisfactory solution, that everything

that had been proposed had been met with united opposition from the

banks that would be affected, that experience had demonstrated that

there was no logical reason for determining reserve requirements on

the basis of reserve cities, and that requirements should be based

011 the type of deposits held regardless of their location. It was
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his view that such a procedure would avoid further misunderstanding

on the part of reserve city bankers. He discussed how the four cities

in the Kansas City District which would be discontinued as reserve

cities under the Board's proposal would be affected and stated that

he did not believe that the resentment which would result from the

action would be helpful in obtaining the desired legislation but in-

stead would seriously injure the relations between the Federal Re-

serve Banks and the member banks.

In response to an inquiry from Mr. Szymczak as to how the

member banks would be injured, Mr. liee4y stated that the bankers

in the four cities involved in his district felt, either rightly

or wrongly, that the termination of their reserve city status would

be used by competitor banks in other reserve cities to attract de-

posits from the former reserve city banks.

Mr. Szymczak stated that there would be no interest in a

satisfactory legislative solution unless the problem were pointed

U p and Mr. Leecly's response was that the action proposed by the

Board would not be effective in developing such an interest, that

a standard was a good thing to have, but that the one proposed by

the Board would subject the System to unnecessary criticism.

There was a further discussion of the formula slaggested

by the Board in the light of the legislative history with respect
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to the designation of reserve cities after which Mr. Sproul in-

quired as to the amount of reserve funds that would be released

by the proposed action. Chairman Eccles stated that it would be

in the neighborhood of $50 million which would not be important

from a credit standpoint during the present period of large shifts

in reserves.

Mr. Sproul then asked why there was pressure for action on

the matter if no one was sufficiently interested to support desir-

able legislation. Chairman Eccles stated that the Board was faced

With a suit by the Michigan National Bank, Lansing, Michigan, to

test the validity of the amendment to Regulation D, "Reserves of

Member Banks", effective August 1, 1945, and that the Board's Le-

gal Division had taken the position that certain equities of the

situation were not favorable to the Board's side of the case and

for that reason the suit should be avoided if it were possible to

do so.

Mr. Williams presented reasons why he thought what was

needed was a comprehensive revision of the law rather than the

continuation of the existing situation that had failed over the

years to offer a satisfactory solution. Chairman Eccles stated

that the Board would be glad if the reserve city bankers would

propose legislation to Congress rather than take the position
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that had been taken so many times in the past of opposing any

change.

Mr. Sproul stated that it becomes a question of judgment

as to whether it is preferable for the Board to make a recommenda-

tion to Congress without having taken the action contemplated in

the Board's plan, or by taking such action to irritate others to

go to Congress for a legislative change. The Presidents would

Prefer the first alternative; the Board appears to prefer the

second.

Chairman Eccles stated that he would rather go to Congress

with the standard proposed by the Board as that would enable the

Board to say that the situation created by the application of the

standard was not a very logical one but was the best that could

be achieved under existing law and that what the Board would like

to see done would be to change the law to provide for a single re-

serve requirement on all deposits regardless of their kind or lo-

cation or, if the banks wanted different reserves for different

kinds of deposits, reserve requirements should be based on the

kind of deposits and not on the designation of reserve cities.

In a further discussion the Presidents all indicated that

they would much prefer the submission of a proposal to Congress

for a solution of the whole problem rather than the action pro-

posed by the Board.
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Mr. Earhart stated that the Board's letter of August 13 was

marked "confidential", that, therefore, the matter had not been dis-

cussed with the banks in his district which might be affected, and

that he would like to be in a position to inform the banks that were

interested in the matter if the proposal was to be put into effect

on January 1, 1948. The members of the Board indicated that the

Presidents were free to inform the member banks of the proposal

and it was stated that the Board's letter of August 13, 1947, con-

templated that the proposal would be published in the Federal Reg-

ister, in accordance with the requirements of the Administrative

Procedure Act, before it became effective.

The discussion was concluded by a repetition of the opin-

ion of the Presidents that there would be more support in Congress

for legislation proposed by the Board without the action contem-

plated than there would be if the action became effective.

2. Capital requirements of member banks. The Confer-

ence reviewed the Board's letter of July 28, 1947, transmit-

ting a draft of a proposed bill to modify the capital re-

quirements for the establishment of branches by member banks

and for the admission of State banks to membership in the

Federal Reserve System. In line with its previous recom-

mendations the Conference favors the proposed legislation,
but feels that it is unnecessary and undesirable to in-

clude a provision which would require approval of the

Board of Governors for the establishment of intracity

branches for State member banks. The presidents 15elieve

that the establishment or discontinuance of an intracity

branch or the removal of an intracity branch from one lo-

cation to another is relatively unimportant, that its
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control can best be put in the hands of the chartering
authorities, that a provision requiring Board approval
would involve extra routine work for the Reserve Banks
and the Board without commensurate benefit, and that
the incorporation of such a provision might interfere
with the acceptability of the bill.

Chairman Eccles stated that the Board felt that the approval

of the establishment by State member banks of intracity branches

would be the only effective way available to the System to prevent

overexpansion of banking offices, and that while the matter was not

an important one at the present time there could be times in which

it could be very important.

Mr. Sproul stated that the Presidents had difficulty in

visualizing a condition under which such authority would be impor-

tant and that if it did become important it would be better to leave

the power with the chartering authority rather than to place addi-

tional authority in the Board. To correct the inconsistency in the

Present law, he said, the Presidents would prefer to terminate the

authority of the FDIC to approve the establishment of intracity

branches by insured nonmember banks.

In response to an inquiry from Chairman Eccles as to why

there should be authority to approve the establishment of branches

in cities outside of the city in which the head office of a member

bank was located, Mr. Sproul stated that such branches might much

more readily lead to a monopolistic condition than would be the
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case with intracity branches where usually there were several banks

operating under highly competitive conditions.

Following a comment by Chairman Eccles that it would be pos-

sible to get a badly overbanked condition in a city through the es-

tablishment-of branches, Mr. Gidney stated that he had had a close

contact with this problem for a number of years and had seen very

few cases in which the lack of authority in the Board made very

much difference, that he was very much interested in the adoption

of the bill attached to the Board's letter of July 28, 1947, and

that it was his opinion that the provision giving the Board au-

thority to approve establishment by member banks of intracity

branches would be opposed by State bank supervisory authorities

and would make the passage of the bill much more difficult.

Mr. Sproul stated that none of the Presidents had seen any

situation where lack of authority in the Board to approve establish-

ment of intracity branches was of any importance, that there was a

definite feeling around the country that the Federal Reserve System

was trying to concentrate in its hands more and more powers as com-

pared with State bank supervisory authorities, and that for this

reason there would be increased opposition to the bill if the pro-

visions in question were retained.

3. Officers' salaries. The Conference reviewed

the results of the job evaluation program in the Reserve
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Banks and the effect of the adoption of the new personnel

classification plans with respect to employees. Now that
the job evaluation program with respect to employees has

been substantially completed and new salary plans are

being put into effect the presidents believe that it is

necessary and desirable to review carefully the matter
of all officers' salaries. In a number of cases the

salaries of junior officers compare unfavorably with

the salary rates of senior members of the staff who
are not officers, and adjustments in the salaries of

junior officers will necessitate careful review and

probable adjustment of salaries of other officers.

Chairman Eccles stated that the Board agreed that the es-

tablishment of the personnel classification plans at the Federal

Reserve Banks had increased salaries of senior employees to a point

Where the salaries of junior officers were out of line and that ad-

justments would have to be made. He said the Board would be will-

ing to consider increases in salaries of junior officers in cases

Where adjustments would be justified to correct this condition,

but would prefer that any adjustments in salaries of senior of-

ficers be submitted at the time of the regular annual review of

Officers? salaries after the first of the year.

4. Benefits to employees in military service. The

presidents reviewed the Board's letter of July 18, 1947,
to the Chairman of the Conference suggesting that the

Conference consider the subject of the discontinwince
of certain benefits granted by the Reserve Banks to em-

ployees in military service. The presidents approved

the recommendation of the Committee on Personnel that
the granting of service credit under the Retiremen't

System for military service and the reimbursement for
the cost of premiums on National Service Life Insurance

be discontinued as of January 1, 1948, in respect of
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all employees entering military service on or after that

date (or prior thereto if a particular Reserve Bank has

elected, or elects, to accelerate the effective date),
it being understood that the Reserve Banks would retain

discretion to continue such benefits where the discon-

tinuance thereof would be inequitable or violate any
rule of law. It was the conclusion of the presidents

that such discontinlisnce should not be retroactive;
that is, it could not apply to an employee who had
been informed of or promised such benefits at the
time he entered military service. The presidents
did recognize, however, that a cut-off point must

come sometime with respect to an employee already
in military service who voluntarily elects to remain

therein even though he has the opportunity to leave
the service.

Mr. Sproul stated that it was not the intention of the

Presidents in adopting the above statement to provide loopholes

in the application of the policy referred to but rather to make

sure that the policy did not operate to deprive the employee of

his rights under the law or to work a gross inequity in special

cases.

Chairman Eccles stated that, while the matter was not an

important one, the Board felt that the treatment of employees in

military service should be on a uniform basis, that it was clear

that no employee could be denied any benefit to which he was en-

titled under the law, that if an employee was in military service

at the present time or would be taken into the service up to the

end of this year and could not get out, he should be taken care

of until he could obtain his discharge, that employees who were
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Iii service and could get out should be taken care of until the time

they were discharged if they made application before the first of

the year for discharge, and that those who did not apply before

the first of the year to get out of military service should not

have the benefits referred to after the first of the year. There

was general concurrence in the program outlined by Chairman Eccles

and it was agreed that the policy in this matter should be uniform

at the Banks. It was understood that the Board would send a let-

ter to the Reserve Banks outlining the program which would be put

into effect at all the Banks.

5. Absorption of cafeteria expenses. The presidents

heard with interest the remarks at lunch on Friday, Octo-

ber 31 1947, of Mr. John L. Hennessy, Chairman of the

Board, Hotels Statler Company, Inc., regarding the oper-

ation of the cafeterias and dining rooms at the Reserve

Banks. The presidents are in accord with the idea of

studying the operations of the cafeterias and dining

rooms at the respective Banks to determine whether

they are operated efficiently, and at least one of the

Banks is already having such a study made by an out-

side source. They believe, however, that separate

and apart from the matter of efficient operations,

it would be undesirable at this time, from the stand-

point of employee living costs and employee morale,

to restrict the present authority of the Reserve

Banks to absorb up to 50 per cent of the cost of

operating the cafeterias and dining rooms.

Chairman Eccles stated that the Board had discussed this

question over a long period of time and could not escape the opin-

ion that the expense absorbed by the Banks in this connection was
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an item which should be set up in the budgets on the basis of some

reasonable amount not to exceed 25 per cent of total operating cost,

that the absorption of such expenses was a part of the personnel

policy of the Banks and a form of compensation to the employees,

and that since there had been substantial increases in salaries

under the personnel classification plan there should be greater

uniformity in the policy with respect to other benefits to em-

ployees. He added that inasmuch as the cafeteria and dining room

Operations of the Federal Reserve Banks ran into several million

dollars each year the Board had considered adding to its staff

an expert in the field who would assist the Board and the Banks

in studying cafeteria and dining room operations and placing them

on a more efficient basis. This, he said, would be less expensive

than for each Bank to hire an expert to come in from time to time

and give advice.

Mr. Williams stated that, since the last meeting of the

Presidents and the Board, the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia

had made a survey of 16 banks and insurance companies in that dis-

trict to see what was being done and that the survey confirmed the

statement which he made at that meeting that it was the custom of

large banks and insurance companies to provide free luntheons, that

the amount of expense to be absorbed by a bank was a question of
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policy, that, therefore, the only standard suggested by Mr. Hennessy,

Chairman of the Hotels Statler Company, Inc., when he met with the

Board and the Presidents on Friday of last week would be the number

of man hours required for a stated number of servings, and that any

decision to reduce the expenses absorbed by the Banks at this time

would have to be met by an increase in compensation in order to

avoid what would amount to a salary reduction.

In response to a comment by Chairman Eccles that increases

were being made under the personnel classification plan, Mr. Williams

stated that these adjustments were in accordance with the prevailing

practices in the community and that if there were an increase in

cafeteria prices it would amount to a reduction in compensation

When compared to such practices. This, he said, would have an ad-

verse effect on morale and would be more costly than any amount

that might be saved by the reduction.

There was a general discussion of the possible effects at

the Federal Reserve Banks of the application of the policy proposed

by the Board during which Chairman Eccles stated that if the System

wished to adopt a policy of free luncheons for employees that policy

should be recognized as the yardstick but there should be a yard-

stick which could be justified.

In the discussion of the desirability of the employment by
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the Board of an expert to look into the operations at the Board and

the Federal Reserve Banks, Mr. Williams saw no more reason for that

than for the employment of experts to investigate other operations

Of the Banks. He said that such a policy might result in a succes-

sion of experts from the Board to look into the various operations

Of the Banks and that such a procedure would not be a desirable one.

Mr. Leedy stated that the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas

City had employed an outstanding firm of experts to study the cafe-

teria operations of the Bank and to submit a report.

Mr. Sproul observed that there were two questions involved

in the discussion which should not be confused with each other: (1)

the question of efficient operation which it was felt by the Presi-

dents might be made the subject of a study either on an individual

Bank or System basis, and (2) the question of a reduction in the

authority of the Federal Reserve Bank to absorb expenses of cafe-

teria operation.

Chairman Eccles stated that the Board wished to get the

question of cafeteria expenses on the same basis as other aspects

of the System's personnel policy and that whatever basis was adopted

in this field, in which it was recognized that none of the Federal

Reserve Bank officers were experts, should be one that dould be

defended whenever necessary. He also said that he understood the
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position of the Presidents to be that the present authority to ab-

sorb up to 50 per cent of the cost of operating the cafeterias

Should not be changed at this time and that they would not favor

the addition of an expert to the Board's staff to study and make

suggestions with respect to the Banks' cafeteria operations but

that such studies should be left to the decision of each indi-

vidual Federal Reserve Bank.

Mr. Williams suggested that the subcommittee on Personnel

Classification and Job Evaluation be asked to study the problem

of absorption of expense from the standpoint of the personnel

Policies involved so that the policies of the various Banks could

be related to each other and at the same time fitted into local

requirements to the end that employment by the Federal Reserve

Banks would be attractive to a high quality of personnel.

Chairman Eccles stated that if the subcommittee could pre-

sent a proposal that would be more acceptable than that offered by

the Board and which could be defended from the standpoint of the

Board's responsibilities in connection with the expenses of the

Federal Reserve Banks, the Board would be glad to accept it.

It was understood that the subcommittee would be asked to

consider the matter at its meeting on October 21, 1947, and to

submit a report at the earliest possible date not later than the

next meeting of the Presidents' Conference.
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Mr. Sproul stated that there were two things that should be

done: (1) each Federal Reserve Bank should study the operation of

its cafeteria from the standpoint of efficiency, and (2) the sub-

committee should make a recommendation as to the general policy

to be followed by the Federal Reserve Banks in connection with

cafeteria operations.

6. Traveling expenses. The Conference reviewed the

Board's letter of October 3, 1947, (Z-2134) transmitting
a draft of proposed letter to the Reserve Banks with re-

spect to travel expenses of officers and employees of the

Reserve Banks. The presidents recalled that at the joint

meeting of the Board of Governors and the presidents on
June 6, 1947, it had been agreed that the Board, being
familiar with (or having ample opportunity to obtain in-

formation with respect to) the practices of the Reserve

Banks with respect to the payment of travel expenses,
was in a position to suggest changes in the practice in
any individual case which appeared to be substantially
out of line, but that it was unnecessary to prescribe

uniform rules. This matter involves the distinction

between general supervision and administrative manage-

ment; it is the view of the presidents that the matter

Should properly continue to be left to the directors
of the Reserve Banks and the executive officers, sub-

ject to review by the Reserve Bank auditors and by the

examiners of the Board.

Mr. Sproul stated that the Presidents had understood that

it was agreed at the last meeting of the Presidents and the Board

that, in accordance with a suggestion by Mr. Whittemore, it would

be unnecessary to prescribe uniform rules with respect to traveling

expenses that might be reimbursed by the Federal Reserve Banks and

that the Board would submit to the individual Federal Reserve Banks
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from time to time any suggestions that it might have to make as to

changes in existing policy that might be made by the Bank.

Chairman Eccles stated that the Board had understood that

it would submit to the Presidents for consideration some proposal

within which the Federal Reserve Banks could reimburse for expenses

of official travel, that the Board felt that in the discharge of

its responsibility it would be necessary to establish some stand-

ard or maximum limitation, that it would not be possible to de-

fend the existing situation in which no standard for reimburse-

ment had been established, and that it was believed that the Fed-

eral Reserve Banks could operate within the limitations proposed

in the draft of letter attached to the Board's letter of October

3) 1947, without inconvenience. The limitations outlined in the

draft of letter were discussed in the light of the practices being

followed by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the Comptrol-

ler of the Currency, the Board, and the Government generally.

Mr. Sproul said that the Presidents did not agree that

there were no standards under the present procedure, that the ex-

isting standard was reimbursement for actual necessary costs of

travel required in the performance of the business of the Bank,

with close supervision of expense accounts to see that such ac-

counts contained only the kind of expenses allowed in accordance

with accepted practice. He raised again the question whether the
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action proposed by the Board would be a departure from the Board's

responsibility for general supervision and an entry into the ad-

ministrative management of the Federal Reserve Banks. He expressed

the view that nothing would go further to deprive the directors and

senior officers of the satisfactions of their positions than for

the Board to move into the field of management as distinguished

from its responsibility for general supervision.

Chairman Eccles stated that the Board did not agree with

that position, that the whole record of Government in dealing with

its various operations was one of setting up standards, and that

he did not think the Board could avoid that. He also said that

the Board was interested in preserving the freedom of the System

and that in order to do that it had to be in a position to demon-

strate that it was exercising such supervision as to make a change

in the status of the Board and the Reserve Banks unnecessary.

Reference was made by Messrs. Peyton and Whittemore and

Other Presidents to different situations even within a single Fed-

eral Reserve district which made it impossible effectively to pre-

scribe limitations on travel allowances that could be applied uni-

formly without resulting in inadequate reimbursement to the trav-

eler. Mr. Peyton expressed the opinion that to prescribe such

limitations would be an encroachment on the rights of the direc-

tors of the Federal Reserve Banks.
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Chairman Eccles said that that was a question which was

constantly being presented, that it had been present in many of

the problems that had been under consideration during the 13 years

he had been Chairman of the Board, and that such a condition could

not be avoided as long as the present organization of the System

was continued. The only way it could be avoided, he said, would

be for the Board to abdicate its powers which he felt certain

would result in the complete loss of the independent status of

the Banks and their being made a part of a Government department

subject to all of the limitations of such status.

There was a general discussion of this phase of the prob-

lem and of the policies followed by the FDIC and the Comptroller

of the Currency in reimbursing their examiners for official travel.

There was also discussion of the comment by Mr. Whittemore that any

maximum limitations prescribed by the Board would in practice be-

come the minimum. Some of the Presidents referred to instances

in which the $8 maximum for officers other than the President and

First Vice President would not be adequate to cover actual travel-

ing expenses and the officer would have to pay a substantial part

of the expenses himself or not undertake the travel with result-

ing injury to the public relations of the Federal Reserve Bank.

Chairman Eccles commented that as long as the Government

was limited to a per diem of $6 the System would not be justified
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in providing a more liberal allowance than $8 for officers other than

the President and First Vice President.

Mr. Peyton left the meeting at this point to catch his train.

Chairman Eccles stated that the Board had the views of the

Presidents and would have to make its decision in the light of the

opinions that had been expressed.

There was some further discussion but no new aspects of the

matter were presented.

Toward the end of the discussion Mr. Whittemore left to catch

a plane.

7. Protective measures. The Conference reviewed

the Board's letter of August 4, 1947, regarding the

recommendations of the Federal Bureau of Investigation

with respect to protective measures at the Reserve Banks.

The general recommendations of the FBI and its special

recommendations with respect to individual Reserve Banks

have been carefully considered by the Reserve Banks.

Many of the measures included in the FBI recommendations

have long been in practice; other recommendations have

been adopted in their original or a modified form, while

some of the recommendations have been impracticable.

While conditions and problems vary at the different Re-

serve Banks so that uniform protective measures are not

always appropriate, the Insurance Committee which initi-

ated the FBI surveys will continue to concern itself

with the adequacy of the protective measures at the

various Reserve Banks. The presidents recognize that

the maintenance of adequate protective measures is a

direct responsibility of theirs as executive heeds of

their Banks; and they will continue to take such steps
at their Banks as may be appropriate to assure that

adequate and efficient protection will be maintained.

Mr. Sproul stated that, while the FBI had done a valuable
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job in its investigations which were undertaken in accordance with

a suggestion of the Presidents' Conference Insurance Committee, the

recommendations of the Bureau included a number of items which were

already in effect at the Federal Reserve Banks. He said that the

new suggestions of the FBI were receiving the active consideration

of all of the Federal Reserve Banks and that the officers of the

Banks and the Insurance Committee could be relied upon to give con-

tinuing attention to this matter.

8. Functional expense reports. The Conference

reviewed the experience to date with respect to the

preparation of functional expense reports on Form
F. R. 634. There have been a number of difficulties

in the preparation and submission of these reports.
The presidents are in favor of a unit accounting

System, but they hope that relief from undue bur-
dens may be obtained at present by changes in the

dates for the submission of certain reports and

eventually by changes in the instructions for the

preparation of the reports dictated by experience
and study. The Committee on Operations will submit
to the Board recommendations for alleviating some
of these difficulties. The presidents noted that

many business concerns have had long experience

with cost accounting systems, and it seems to the

presidents that it would be well to consider ob-

taining advantage of the experience of others in
this field by the engagement of outside consultants
to examine our situation and advise us with respect

thereto.

Chairman Eccles stated that the Board would be glad to con-

sider the report of the Committee on Operations and if there were

any requirements that could be dispensed with without losing any

essential information the Board would be glad to see that that was

done.
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9. Statistical ruorts and surveys. The presidents

feel that they should again call the Board's attention to
a matter which, as they indicated at the last joint meet-
ing on June 61 19471 has been causing them some concern.

Banks and business organizations are coming to feel that
they have been overburdened with reports to the Reserve

Banks; calls for additional reports have in many cases

met with resistance and not infrequently with an ex-

pression of irritation. While many reports called for
by the Reserve System are recognized as necessary and
the results are of interest to those making the reports

and to the public, generally, there is a limit of toler-

ance. There still appears to be a tendency to make de-

cisions, with respect to surveys, at the staff level at

the Board. The presidents again express the opinion

that matters such as these should be discussed with
the Reserve Banks at the policy level before members
of the staff at the Reserve Banks are asked to proceed
to collect additional reports and make additional sur-

veys.

Mr. Sproul stated that during the period since the last meet-

of the Presidents and the Board it appeared that studies were being

initiated without consideration at the policy level.

Chairman Eccles stated that since the receipt of the Presidents'

memorandum he had discussed this matter with Mr. Thomas, Director of

the Board's Division of Research and Statistics, and that the latter

knew of no case in which the understanding with respect to clearance

of studies at the policy level had not been adhered to.

Mr. Williams said that he had discussed the matter with Mr.

Thomas also, that the whole problem would be discussed thoroughly

Ithen the System Research Advisory Committee met toward the end of

this month, that the situation that brought the matter up at this
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time was that preliminary preparations for studies were still being

made at the staff level which had not been approved at the policy

level, and that there was a limit on the number of things that the

Federal Reserve Banks and the commercial banks could be asked to

do.

Chairman Eccles stated that he thought the Board was fully

aware of this situation, that it had taken the position that no

surveys should be undertaken unless they could be fully justified

both from the standpoint of cost and the inconveniences that would

be caused to the banks and others cooperating in the survey, and

that the System should be sure that it was making use of all of

the information now being collected before additional surveys

were undertaken.

Mr. Williams stated that he thought Mr. Thomas was fully

aware of the position of the Presidents and that the System Re-

search Advisory Committee would make a satisfactory report on

the matter.

10. System moving picture. Mr. Sproul stated that, al-

though the discussion so far in the meeting had covered all the

topics which had been covered in the memorandum submitted to the

Board in advance of the meeting, there was one additionid matter

the Presidents wished to bring to the attention of the Board at
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this time. He said that the Presidents had given considerable

thought to a number of proposals with respect to a System moving

Picture but that none of the proposals that had been made were

satisfactory to everyone, and that it had been concluded that

the best way to make progress was for one of the Federal Reserve

Banks actually to make a picture. When that was done, he said,

it would be possible to see whether the film could be adapted to

a System picture or as a picture that might be used by each Fed-

eral Reserve Bank in its own district. He went on to say that

the Federal Reserve Bank in Cleveland had offered to make the

original picture and that a request would be coming to the

Board shortly from the Bank for authorization of the expenditure

involved.

In response to an inquiry from Chairman Eccles as to wheth-

er the Presidents favored that procedure, Mr. Sproul stated that it

was the recommendation of the Presidents that the expenditure be au-

thorized as a justifiable expenditure by the Federal Reserve Bank of

Cleveland on behalf of the System.

Chairman Eccles stated the Board would not want to authorize

the expenditure of $35,000 or $40,000 by the Cleveland Bank for a

picture that could not be used in doing an educational job for the

Whole System.
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Mr. Sproul stated that it was contemplated that it would be

a System project and that the hope and expectation were that the

Procedure adopted would lead to the development of a motion picture

or pictures which could be used as part of a System educational

PrOgram.

Thereupon the meeting adjourned.

Secretary.
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